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Green Star Buildings NZ is part of the tectonic shift towards a more sustainable built environment underway right
now. We invite you to embrace this unique opportunity to engage with the adaptation process – to do so, you
must act.

“The greatest danger to our future is apathy.”
Jane Goodall

No rating tool is perfect. Our colleagues at Green Building Council Australia invested thousands of hours working
with very passionate people to develop the Green Star Buildings tool. We now have the responsibility as members
to speak out about what we need to adapt the tool and ensure relevance to our market.
Green Star Buildings NZ will be the new rating tool for new buildings and major refurbishments here in New Zealand.
The Green Star Advisory Committee has been established to drive for low carbon buildings and communities.
We’re united in our commitment to providing market and technical guidance, ensuring the New Zealand Green
Building Council meet their vision for sustainable buildings for happier, healthier New Zealanders. Through the
introduction of Green Star, the New Zealand green building community has worked hard to adopt best practice
and in a lot of cases, strive for industry leadership.
Through this evolution from Green Star – Design & As Built NZ v1.1 to Green Star Buildings NZ, we’re inviting your
input to meet the demands of the next decade and beyond with aspirational benchmarks for design, construction,
and operational performance. We’re also extending the pathway set by Design & As Built NZ v1.1 for building
owners to address operational and embodied carbon emissions over time.
Green Star Buildings NZ is to be underpinned by a framework that takes a much broader view than the
environmental roots of its predecessors. This rating tool responds to global movements and initiatives – such
as the Paris Agreement, 100 Resilient Cities and the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals – that are
increasingly on the radar of investors, governments and communities.
Our ambition is to deliver a certification that gives owners, occupiers and investors confidence that theirs is a
high quality and future-proofed asset or portfolio of assets.
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Introduction

In 2007, the New Zealand Green Building Council, with the backing of our members, challenged the wider
building and construction sector with a rating system that set new benchmarks for sustainable building.
At the time, the industry had no agreed metrics or methodology to measure green building practices, few
assessment tools and few benchmarks to recognise leadership in sustainable design, construction or ongoing
performance.
Since then, Green Star has transformed the approach to sustainable buildings across Aotearoa New Zealand with
more than 200 projects achieving Green Star ratings.
Green Star has evolved from a single rating tool for building design, to a system that influences construction,
interiors, operations and entire communities. The results are measurable over time and can now be recognised
and managed within Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG) strategies, with wider incentives including
finance, and attracting buyers, tenants and employees.
The move to sustainable buildings is well underway and these achievements should be celebrated for setting
us all on the journey to a low carbon future. We all have a part to play in New Zealand’s commitment to the
1.5 degree trajectory for 2030 and 2050 targets set by the Paris Agreement and the Zero Carbon Act.
The built environment currently makes up 20% of New Zealand’s carbon emissions. We invite you to join us to
further slash this statistic, while redefining standards for best practice in social sustainability.
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Green Star Buildings
In late 2020, the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) launched a new version of Green Star called Green
Star Buildings. This consultation document outlines the new tool and seeks your feedback on its introduction to,
and adaptation for, the New Zealand market.
The introduction of Green Star Buildings to Aotearoa New Zealand could never simply be a “lift & shift” from the
Australian version. We’re working hard with our colleagues at the GBCA, the New Zealand Green Star Advisory
Committee and Expert Reference Panels (ERPs). We would like to invite your involvement to recognise areas
where we could and should localise for the regulatory environment, availability of products and specialised
services, and respect for differences in our market, climate and culture.
We also recognise the need to be true to Green Star and our members’ expectation for driving change. The New
Zealand version of Green Star Buildings will:
1) Introduce new categories and credits reflecting issues relevant to our market now, and in the future
2) Prioritise the elimination of carbon emissions from the built environment, extending on those set by Green Star
Design & As Built NZ v1.1
3) Establish a clear, well-defined entry point for best practice Green Star ratings
4) Set new levels of achievement for project teams with the highest of ambitions
5) Create green building attributes for all Green Star rated buildings, driving wider market awareness and
appreciation for the difference and benefits.

The importance of engagement
In working with you, our members and supporters who regularly experience the benefits and challenges of Green
Star, we are seeking further input to localise the framework for Aotearoa New Zealand.
Everyday, you play a part in building a better future and we invite you to think even further ahead to make Green
Star Buildings NZ the standard we need for a healthier, resilient Aotearoa.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Key
messages

	 We invite your feedback on this proposal
	 This paper addresses the Green Star Buildings rating tool as developed in Australia and to be localised for New
Zealand
	 Green Star Buildings NZ is an evolution of Green Star – Design & As Built NZ v1.1 (April 2022)
	 Green Star Buildings NZ is set for release in late 2023, with a transition period of 12 months
	 The Early Access Programme is for those looking to demonstrate market leadership and a commitment to low
carbon buildings by achieving the Green Star Buildings NZ rating (page 43)
	 Feedback on this paper is due 25 November 2022 through this paper, via this survey link, or at an upcoming
event.

Providing
feedback

Please provide your feedback through this link to the survey.
Some free text fields are available for general comment and suggestions.
Throughtout this paper and the attached gap analysis references to ‘Green Star Buildings’, should be read as ’the
Australian version of Green Star Buildings’ unless it is particularly noted as “Green Star Buildings NZ”.
To help the New Zealand Green Building Council consolidate all feedback please use this survey or email:
greenstarnz@nzgbc.org.nz.
During this first stage our approach is to extend to a wide range of topics and stakeholders before we narrow the
focus through future stages of the consultation process.
We’re committed to working with you to address all feedback, however there may be times where we cannot
adopt and action all and so where possible, we’ll provide feedback on the rationale either through a direct
conversation, or via a summary through regular updates.
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The
features of
Green Star
Buildings

Green Star Buildings is designed to meet the challenges of the next decade. Several new features are proposed
to drive innovation and value. These features will inspire and challenge the top end of the market while also
making Green Star accessible to new entrants.

Broadened scope to address contemporary issues
We’ll continue to challenge the industry to consider issues that will impact assets in the future. Some of the
trends facing our industry are currently outside the scope of Green Star. But not for long, as Green Star Buildings
brings these issues – from modern slavery to biodiversity protection, and from resilience to place-making – into
focus.

An accessible entry point and clear definition of best practice
Every building that achieves a Green Star rating takes us one step closer to total transformation. We’ll also set
expanded and clear mandatory requirements, delivering a clear definition of what a best practice building means
for the built environment.

Improved language and communications
Green Star may tackle some highly technical issues, but that doesn’t mean it needs complex communications.
Green Star Buildings NZ will clearly communicate outcomes achieved rather than issues faced. And we’ll adopt
language that our users understand. This will help us – and you – reach more people and broaden Green Star’s
appeal.
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Higher level of sustainability leadership
Claiming world leadership in sustainability will get more challenging as we ramp up the requirements. Green
Star Buildings NZ needs to drive market leaders to do much better. Continuing to expand the frontiers of world
leadership not only recognises extraordinary achievement but also provides opportunities to create innovative
ways of leading our built environment to a better future. As you can see below, the points necessary to
achieve the different star ratings is intended to change, reflecting the increase in (non-point scoring) Minimum
Expectations. Exactly how that changes will depend on the feedback you give and the work we carry out with
experts in sustainable buildings as we seek to adapt Green Star Buildings for the New Zealand market.
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6

points

points

star

star

Best Practice

New Zealand Excellence

A 4 Star rated building is a Best Practice
environmental performer. It builds on the
minimum expectations to deliver a building
that is climate positive or higher in energy,
water, and health related issues.

A 5 Star rated building demonstrates
New Zealand Excellence by being a
high environmental performer that
addresses social issues relevant to the
building owner.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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star
World Leadership
Powered by renewables

A 6 Star rated building showcases World Leadership.
It has been built to be climate positive (fossil fuel free,
highly efficient building fully powered by renewables)
that addresses a significant number of environmental
and social issues and contributes to the community.
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Stronger focus on carbon
In 2019, thinkstep anz published The carbon footprint of New Zealand’s Built Environment which identified
buildings contribute up to 20% of New Zealand’s carbon emissions (MBIE has recently refined that to 15% for
buildings and the remainder attributable to infrastructure). Roughly half of that number is related to embodied
carbon. Since then industry has sought clear guidance on how to address these issues. Our response came
through the release of Green Star Design & As Built NZ v1.1 that included an embodied carbon conditional
requirement supported by an embodied carbon calculator. Design & As Built NZ v1.1 also lifted the operational
carbon credit to support the step change to Green Star Buildings NZ. In response to industry feedback we also
reviewed the Australian version of Green Star Buildings and aligned the approach where possible.
Now as we introduce Green Star Buildings NZ, there will be a much clearer definition of climate positive buildings.

Improve the certification and assessment process
We’re reviewing our certification and assessment process to find ways of streamlining the Green Star experience.
Our ambition is to simplify the process while maintaining rigour and credibility. This means delivering the current
certification to a streamlined online experience, making better use of technology to reduce costs. Any associated
reduction in documentation and time should allow for a reduction in costs to the benefit of our members and
project owners. The more accessible we make the verification process, the faster we can transform the built
environment.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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The five
things you
should
know about
Green Star
Buildings

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A new definition of a
sustainable building

Meeting the Paris
Agreement targets –
Climate Positive

Redefining best
practice

Expanded products
and materials

New criteria

Inviting your
feedback on
the categories
and credits
At the end of this section,
please use the survey link
to respond to the first two
of 16 questions in total.



A new definition of a sustainable building
Green Star Buildings addresses the issues that will impact business and the built environment in the future.
It is more relevant, ambitious, and extends beyond the environmental roots of its predecessors. It is also easier
to understand, has a positive outlook, and will help a broader cross-section of the community connect with the
objectives of Green Star.
The current Australian version of Green Star Buildings features eight categories outlined below, with credits
and outcomes detailed in the sections that follow. These eight categories represent the issues that will define
the next decade of the built environment. They’re also drawn from a number of international frameworks. From
a continued focus on eliminating carbon emissions, to issues related to improving the lives of people, the new
categories structure represents the opportunity to showcase value that is relevant to you and your stakeholders.
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Design & As Built Categories

Green Star Buildings categories
RESPONSIBLE

Management

Indoor Environment Quality

HEALTHY

Energy

RESILIENT

Transport

POSITIVE
Water

PLACES
Materials

PEOPLE

Land Use and Ecology

NATURE

Emissions

LEADERSHIP

Innovation

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Categories and Credits
The credits associated with the categories in the Australian version of Green Star Buildings are listed below.
Please refer to page 35 for more detail on the credits. They are each designed to drive materially better outcomes
for the built environment over the next decade.
The survey linked to this document seeks input on the new rating tool and its relevance to Aotearoa New Zealand.
To support those seeking an indepth analysis of the changes, including our observations for your feedback, visit
the gap analysis available here.
NZGBC members wishing to explore the detail of credits within GBCA’s Green Star Buildings Submission
Guidelines can find them here.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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CREDIT

OUTCOME

Industry Development

The development facilitates industry transformation
through partnership, collaboration, and data sharing.

Responsible Construction

The builder’s construction practices reduce impacts
and promote opportunities for improved environmental
and social outcomes.

Verification and Handover

The building has been optimised and handed over to
deliver a high level of performance in operation.

Responsible Resource Management

Operational waste and resources can be separated and
recovered in a safe and efficient manner.

Responsible Procurement

The procurement process for key products, materials,
and services for the building’s design and construction
follows best practice environmental and social
principles.

Responsible Structure

The building’s structure is comprised of responsibly
manufactured products.

Responsible Envelope

The building’s envelope is comprised of responsibly
manufactured products.

Responsible Systems

The building’s mechanical, hydraulic, transportation
and electrical systems are comprised of responsibly
manufactured products.

Responsible Finishes

The building’s internal finishes are comprised of
responsibly manufactured products.

Responsible
Recognises activities that ensure the
building is designed, procured, built and
handed over in a responsible manner.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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CREDIT

OUTCOME

Clean Air

Pollutants entering the building are minimised, and a
high level of outdoor air is provided to ensure indoor
pollutants are maintained at acceptable levels.

Light Quality

The building provides good daylight and its lighting is
of high quality.

Acoustic Comfort

The building provides acoustic comfort for building
occupants.

Exposure to Toxins

The building’s occupants are not directly exposed to
toxins in the spaces they spend time in.

Amenity and Comfort

The building provides internal amenities that improve
occupant experience of using the building.

Connection to Nature

The building fosters connection to nature for building
occupants.

Healthy
Promotes actions and solutions that
improve the physical and mental health
of occupants.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Resilient
Encourages design, collaboration and
engagement solutions that address shortterm shocks and long-term stresses by
improving the capacity of communitieis,
businesses and assets to adjust, respond
and thrive in the face of adversity.

CREDIT

OUTCOME

Climate Change Resilience

The building has been built to respond to the direct
and indirect impacts of climate change.

Operations Resilience

The building can respond to acute shocks and chronic
stresses that can affect its operations over time.

Community Resilience

The building contributes to improving the resilience of
the community.

Heat Resilience

The building reduces its impact on heat island effect.

Grid Resilience

The building contributes to the functioning of the grid
as it transitions to a higher level of renewable energy
capacity.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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CREDIT

OUTCOME

Embodied Carbon Emissions

The building's embodied carbon emissions from
materials and products have been reduced and offset.

Energy Use

The building has low energy consumption.

Positive

Energy Source

The building's energy comes from renewables.

Makes a positive contribution towards
better buildings by focusing on key
environmental issues of carbon, water
consumption and the impact of materials.

Other Carbon Emissions

The building's emissions from refrigerants, embodied
carbon, and remaining carbon sources are eliminated
or offset.

Water Use

The building has low water use.

Life Cycle impacts

The building has lower environmental impacts from
resource use over its lifespan than a typical building.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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CREDIT

OUTCOME

Movement and Place

The building’s design and location encourage
occupants and visitors to use active, low carbon, and
public transport options instead of private vehicles.

Enjoyable Places

The building provides places that are enjoyable and
inclusive.

Contribution to Place

The building’s design makes a positive contribution to
the quality of the public environment.

Cultural, Heritage and Identify

The building reflects local culture, heritage, and
identity.

CREDIT

OUTCOME

Inclusive Construction Practices

The builder’s construction practices promote diversity
and reduces physical and mental health impacts.

Indigenous Inclusion

The building celebrates indigenous people, culture,
and heritage.

Procurement and Workforce Inclusion

The building’s construction facilitates workforce
participation and economic development of
disadvantaged and under-represented groups.

Design for Inclusion

The building is welcoming to a diverse population and
is welcoming to their needs.

Places
Supports the creation of safe, enjoyable,
inclusive and comfortable places that are
integrated into the broader urban fabric
and enable communities to connect and
thrive.

People
Encourages solutions that address the
social health of the community.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Nature
Encourages active connections
between people and nature, and creates
opportunities to work with planners to
deliver new natural corridors and green
spaces in cities

CREDIT

OUTCOME

Impacts to Nature

Ecological value is conserved and protected.

Biodiversity Enhancement

The building’s landscape enhances the biodiversity of
the site.

Nature Connectivity

Wildlife movement is facilitated within and adjacent to
the site.

Nature Stewardship

Biodiversity is restored beyond the building site.

Waterway Protection

Local waterways are protected, and the impacts of
flooding and drought are reduced.

CREDIT

OUTCOME

Market Transformation

Celebrates initiatives or outcomes that are deemed
new and break barriers, and in turn inspire others to
follow.

Leadership Challenges

Promotes achievements that are considered leading
practice in New Zealand.

Leadership
Recognises projects that set strategic
direction, build a vision for industry
or enhance the industry’s capacity to
innovate.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Questions

1.

2.

Please take this opportunity to
provide feedback and comment
on the proposed new structure of
categories and credits.

Which credits do you believe
require major modifications to
make them appropriate for the
New Zealand market?
Why do you think these
modifications are necessary?

Inviting your
feedback
on climate
positive
At the end of this section,
please use the survey link
to respond to questions
three to eight of 16
questions in total.

Meeting the Paris Agreement targets – Climate Positive
New Zealand has signed up to the Paris Climate Agreement, committing to keep global warming below 2°C, and
aiming for well below 1.5°C.
Buildings’ share of the emissions budget is around 15% of New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions. Our industry
has a central role to play in meeting the Paris Agreement goal of 1.5°C.

Climate positive
A key objective of Green Star Buildings is to drive the market towards net zero buildings, both in operation and in
construction.
Green Star Buildings has an explicit climate positive pathway that is initially mandatory for buildings seeking a
6 Star rating. Over time, this requirement becomes mandatory for buildings seeking 5 and then 4 Star ratings
depending on the time of registration.
The diagram below illustrates the principles of the climate positive pathway:

Fossil
fuel free

Powered by
renewables

Energy source

Highly
efficient

Built with
lower upfront
emissions

Offset with
nature

Energy use

Upfront carbon
emissions

Other carbon
sources

The definition of climate positive has been set out in four credits in Australia as outlined below. We recognise that
some of these requirements will need to be adapted for the New Zealand context. We’re interested in your views
on this.
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ENERGY USE - Buildings must be energy efficient in operation
Green Star in New Zealand has had a requirement for energy efficiency since its inception, but NZGBC is
interested to hear how we can further improve on Green Star Design & As-Built NZ v1.1 and potentially align with
the emerging MBIE Building for Climate Change Programme.

ENERGY SOURCE - Buildings must be fossil-fuel free (on-site) and be ‘powered by renewables’ either on-site or
off-site
Green Star Design & As-Built NZ v1.1 introduced requirements for reducing the use of on-site fossil fuels but
stopped short of banning their use. We believe that entirely electric buildings are possible in Aotearoa, but we
would be interested in your views on any challenges such as in cooking or the use of back-up generators.
Similarly, we are interested in your views on how we should define ‘powered by renewables’ given New Zealand’s
largely renewable (and forecast to decarbonise further) grid. What is the role (if any) of power purchase
agreements for grid renewable energy here?

EMBODIED CARBON EMISSIONS - Must be reduced against a baseline
Green Star Design & As-Built NZ v1.1 introduced clear guidelines and expectations around embodied emissions.
The default would be for us to transfer these requirements across to Green Star Buildings NZ and we would be
interested in your views on that.

OTHER CARBON EMISSIONS - Emissions from refrigerants, embodied carbon, and remaining carbon sources are
eliminated or offset
Some emissions (such as from refrigerant leakage and residual embodied emissions) are still extremely difficult
to eliminate. What role should offsets play in mitigating these residual emissions in Green Star certification? How
should NZGBC set the standard for any such offsets?

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Questions

3.

4.

5.

Do you agree with the Climate
Positive definition as set out in the
four credits?

Do you agree that it’s possible to
design and build entirely electric
buildings in Aotearoa New
Zealand?

Does the definition of “powered
by renewables” change for New
Zealand given the grid is supplied
largely by renewables and
forecast to decarbonise further?

Yes / No.
Please provide further comments.

Are there challenges and if so,
how can they be overcome?

If so how should the definition be
amended?
What is the role (if any) of power
purchase agreements for grid
renewable energy here?

6.

7.

8.

Green Star Design & As Built NZ
v1.1 has already introduced clear
guidelines and expectations
around embodied carbon
emissions.

Some emissions (such as from
refrigerant leakage and residual
embodied emissions) are still
extremely difficult to eliminate.

Do you support a transition plan
for all Green Star rated buildings
achieving ‘climate positive’ (as
defined) over time?

What role should offsets play
in mitigating these residual
emissions in Green Star
certification?

If so, please make
recommendations on what the
timeline could look like and any
specific considerations when
developing the timeline.

To meet the objective of
prioritising the elimination of
carbon emissions from the built
environment, do we need to
extend further on the guidelines
set by Green Star Design & As Built
NZ v1.1?
I.e. Do you agree to the adoption
of these requirements for Green
Star Buildings NZ or is further
action on embodied emissions
required?

How should NZGBC set the
standard for any such offsets?

If no, please provide feedback.

Inviting your
feedback on
minimum
expectations
At the end of this section,
please use the survey link
to respond to question nine
of 16 questions in total.
You’re half way!



Redefining best practice
With the release of Green Star Buildings NZ, we are positioning to support every building in achieving at least
best practice: energy and water efficient with good indoor environment and designed to address future climatic
conditions. We know this because we’ve seen hundreds of buildings rated 4 Star Green Star and above achieve
these outcomes both here and in Australia.
These are important foundations from which to achieve other sustainable outcomes and so those characteristics
are proposed as a mandatory component of a Green Star rating. Moving forward, they provide clarity for users on
the minimum requirements for Green Star rated buildings.
Our purpose is to lead the sustainable transformation of the built environment. Every Green Star rated building
takes us one step closer to achieving that goal.
Under Green Star Buildings NZ, all buildings targeting a Green Star rating must meet the minimum level of best
practice expectations upon registration. The list below outlines the 15 standard criteria to be met to achieve a
Green Star rating in Australia. We now ask if you agree that these 15 minimum expectations are fit for purpose for
the New Zealand market.
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Minimum Expectations
There is a set of minimum expectations that must be targeted by all projects looking to achieve a Green Star
rating. Minimum expectations are not awarded points, therefore, to achieve a rating the project must accumulate
points in addition to the minimum expectations.
The minimum expectations aim to ensure all Green Star rated buildings meet a basic definition of a green
building (energy efficient, water efficient, good healthy spaces, built responsibly, and on sites that are not highly
sensitive areas). In summary, buildings must be designed and built to:
 Protect environmentally significant areas
	Emit less carbon in construction and during operations
	 Be water efficient
	 Have improved air, light, acoustics, and product finishes
	Promote physical activity
 Be built with climate change in mind
 Manage environmental impacts during construction
 Embrace the diversity of our population
 Enable practices that reduce operational waste
 Be verified to work

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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There is at least one minimum expectation per core category in the rating tool. Below is a detailed description of
each one:

CATEGORY

Responsible

CREDIT

OUTCOME

Responsible Construction

The site must have an environmental management plan. The
builder must have an environmental management system
(large builders will need to be ISO14001 accredited). 80%
of construction and demolition waste must be recycled.
Sustainability training is provided to construction workers.

Verification and Handover

The building must be commissioned and tuned. Appropriate
metering must be present.

Responsible Resource Management

The building must have appropriate spaces for waste
management and an appropriately sized loading dock.

Clean Air

The ventilation system must have appropriate filtration. Point
source pollutants must be exhausted directly outside (printers,
kitchens). The building must be provided with at an adequate
amount of outside air.

Light Quality

Glare must be managed. Light fittings must be of good quality.
Lighting levels must be appropriate. A daylight strategy must
be developed.

Acoustic Comfort

Internal noise levels from services and outside are limited
through an acoustic comfort strategy.

Exposure to Toxins

All the paints, adhesives, sealants, and carpets must have low
levels of volatile organic compounds (VOC). Engineered wood
must be low formaldehyde. There must be no lead, asbestos,
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in the building.

Healthy

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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CATEGORY

CREDIT

OUTCOME

Resilient

Climate Change Resilience

The project has done a pre-screening assessment to identify
climate-related risks facing the building.

Embodied Carbon Emissions

The building has 10% less embodied carbon emissions
compared to a standard building from materials.

Energy Use

The building has at least a 10% lower energy consumption than
one built to the National Construction Code 2019.

Energy Source

The building provides a Zero Carbon Action Plan.

Water Use

The building has at least a 10% or 15% reduction in potable
water usage when compared to a reference building
(depending on building class) or has installed water efficient
fixtures and appliances.

Places

Movement and Place

There are showers, lockers, and change rooms in the building
(not applicable to class 2 buildings).

People

Inclusive Construction Practices

There are provisions for providing gender appropriate facilities
and personal protective equipment.

Nature

Impact to Nature

Ecologically sensitive sites are protected.

Positive

There are additional carbon related expectations that are applicable to projects based on their star rating and
time of registration or certification (see Climate Positive Pathway above)

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Questions

9.
Green Star Buildings in Australia
requires all buildings targeting a
Green Star rating to fulfil the 15
‘minimum expectations’ listed
above.
These minimum expectations
determine project’s eligibility for
targeting a Green Star rating.
Do you think the 15 minimum
expectations in Green Star
Buildings are achievable and fit
for purpose for the New Zealand
Market?
If not, please elaborate on the
credits that are of concern.

Inviting your
feedback on
the approach
to products
and materials
At the end of this section,
please use the survey link
to respond to questions
10 to 12 of 16 questions in
total.

Expanded Products and Materials
Buildings are responsible for 50% of global material use with 42.4 billion tonnes of materials consumed
annually. Green Star Buildings aims to transform the supply chain and drive it to deliver transparent,
healthy, low-impact, and net zero carbon products that are part of a circular economy.
There are currently eight credits and two leadership challenges as listed below in the Australian version of
Green Star Buildings that work together to drive changes.
 Responsible procurement (1 point)
 Responsible structure (5 points)
 Responsible envelope (4 points)
 Responsible systems (2 points)
 Responsible finishes (2 points)
 Exposure to toxins (2 points)
 Embodied carbon emissions (6 points)
 Life cycle impacts (2 points)
 Leadership Challenges – Responsible products (4 points)
 Leadership Challenges – Circular economy (3 points)
They represent more than 30% of the points available in this new rating tool, the highest ever dedicated
to transforming the supply chain.
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Compared to Design & As Built, more sustainable initiatives and schemes like Declare 2.0 and Cradle to Cradle
Certified Version 4.0 are recognised through Green Star Buildings in Australia. The assessment scope for the
supply chain is extended to cover responsible systems and sustainable procurement plans which had not been
addressed in the past.
The method for recognising products and materials in Green Star Buildings from Australia is also different to
Design & As Built. It uses ‘Responsible Products Value’ (RPV) as a means to determine compliance with the credit
criteria. Products and materials are classified into “Best” practice and “Good” practice products based on the RPV.
Recognised initiatives identified for the Responsible Products Value calculation include, but are not limited to:
	 Industry wide environmental product declarations (EPD)
	 Product specific environmental product declarations (EPD)
	 ISO14001 certification
	 Climate Active Carbon Neutral Certification
	 Chain of custody certification
	 Third-party product certification schemes.
For the most up-to-date list of initiatives and more information about how responsible products are recognised,
please visit the GBCA website and read details in the Responsible Products Framework developed by GBCA.

Green Star Buildings NZ | A consultation paper for a low carbon future
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Questions

10.

11.

12.

Do you broadly agree with the
way in which Green Star Buildings
recognises products and materials
and subsequently drives change
in supply chains?

Do you think Green Star Buildings
has covered all the main issues for
the New Zealand supply chain?

Would you like to recommend who
we should consult with to adapt
products and materials related
credits for New Zealand market?

If not, what alternative would you
propose?

If not, please elaborate on the
issues that you think are missing
from Green Star Buildings?

(Name, company, title, expertise,
and relevant credits).

Inviting your
feedback on
new criteria
At the end of this section,
please use the survey link
to respond to questions 13
to 15 of the 16 questions in
total.



New criteria
The definition of sustainability is evolving to extend beyond environment to economic, social and governance
issues. The scope of Green Star Buildings is responding with new criteria to address a broader range of issues
including reflecting the role of buildings within the surrounding community, retaining or even enhancing
biodiversity, and the need for procurement processes to influence responsible supply chains etc.
As a snapshot of the expanded scope, outlined below is a summary of the criteria identified in the current
Australian version of Green Star Buildings:
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CATEGORY

Responsible

Healthy

CREDIT

CRITERIA

Industry Development

Marketing Excellence and Financial Transparency, Innovation
Challenges for Design & As Built, are incorporated in this credit.
1 point is available for project teams to fulfill requirements for
GSAP, Marketing Excellence and Financial Transparency.

Verification and Handover

Soft landings approach becomes an alternative compliance
pathway to Independent Commissioning Agent. Airtightness is
required to be included as part of the commissioning process.

Responsible Procurement

This new credit sets requirements for procurement process
(key products, materials and services) following best practice
environmental and social principles. To achieve the point,
project teams need to undertake a risk and opportunities
assessment in accordance with ISO 20400 and to create a
responsible procurement plan.

Responsible Systems

A new credit recognising responsible building systems.

Acoustic Comfort

There is a new requirement for Acoustic Comfort Strategy,
which is also a minimum expectation.

Exposure to Toxins

This credit contains a new criterion for on-site VOC testing.

Amenity and Comfort

This is a new credit requiring dedicated amenity rooms to act
as a parent room, a relaxation room, or an exercise room.

Connection to Nature

This credit sets new requirements for plants and nature inspired
design and interaction with nature
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CATEGORY

CREDIT

CRITERIA

Operations Resilience

A new credit addressing the acute shocks and chronic stresses
as listed below:
Shocks
Failure of critical infrastructure (power, water and digital)
Health pandemic
Water security
Geological hazards (landslides, earthquakes, tsunamis)
Direct attack (cyber and physical)
Stresses

Resilient

Ageing infrastructure
Rising cyber dependency
Increasing energy costs
Lack of transport accessibility and availability
Community Resilience

This new credit requires project teams to undertake a needs
analysis of the community, identify shocks and stresses that
impact the building’s ability to service the community, and
develop responses to manage these.

Heat Resilience

A new credit addressing the Heat Island Effect.
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CATEGORY

CREDIT

CRITERIA

Grid Resilience

This credit is derived from the Peak Electricity Demand
Reduction credit in Design & As Built NZ v1.1 with additional
avenues to fulfill the credit.
In order to get 3 points the building needs to comply with one
of the following criteria:
Active Generation and Storage Systems.
Demand Response.
Passive Design Solutions

Energy Use

The energy use credit is linked to the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions credit in Design & As Built NZ v1.1, however with two
new pathways available, which are:
Energy Use - NABERS Commitment agreement pathway
Energy Use -Residential Pathway (NatHERS rating)
NZGBC will be working with stakeholders to understand the
feasibility of implementing alternative pathways for New
Zealand projects.

Positive
Energy Source

A new credit requiring buildings to fulfill a minimum
expectation with a zero carbon action plan.
A total of 6 points are available where a project’s energy comes
from renewables. We note that this credit is made for a grid
that is much more coal or fossil fuel dependent. New Zealand,
however, has a very different electricity sector. NZGBC expect
a significant review/change of this credit for the New Zealand
market.
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CATEGORY

CREDIT

CRITERIA

Other Carbon Emissions

This credit is derived from the Refrigerant Impacts credit in
Design & As Built, however, allowing offsetting.
4 points can be awarded in this credit if the building owner
eliminates or offsets emissions from refrigerants, embodied
carbon and remaining carbon sources.

Enjoyable Places

A new credit requires the building to deliver memorable,
beautiful, vibrant communal or public places where people
can gather and participate in the community. The compliance
requirement consists of an Activation Strategy to ensure
placemaking continues after practical completion.

Contribution to Place

This new credit requires projects to comply with one of the
following criteria

Places

Urban Context Report
Independent Design Review
Culture, Heritage, and Identity

This credit is derived from an Innovation Challenge for Design &
As Built. It requires projects to comply with one of the following
criteria
Community Led Design Response
Independent Design review
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CATEGORY

CREDIT

CRITERIA

Inclusive Construction Practices

This credit is derived from the Credit Responsible Construction
Practices in Design & As Built, with added minimum
expectations for the head contractor to provide the following:
gender inclusive bathrooms, facilities and changing
amenities
gender specific PPE
policies to address racism, bullying and discrimination.
on-site redress procedures.
training to 95% of contractors/sub-contractors on policies
for at least 3 days, such as:
- information on drugs, alcohol, mental health awareness
and
- policies on discrimination, racism and onsite bullying.

People

For credit achievement, projects are also required to meet all of
the following requirements along with the above:
Needs Analysis
Physical and Mental Health Programs
Evaluating the Program’s Effectiveness
Indigenous Inclusion

This is a new credit and the NZGBC intends to incorporate the
Te Aranga Design Innovation Challenge from Design & As Built
into this credit with relevant New Zealand specific guidance.

Procurement and Workforce Inclusion

This is a new credit which requires projects to implement
a social procurement plan and also generate employment
opportunities for disadvantaged and under-represented
groups.
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CATEGORY

CREDIT

CRITERIA

Design for Inclusion

This is a new credit and the NZGBC intends to incorporate the
Universal Design Innovation Challenge from Design & As Built
into Green Star Buildings NZ.

Impacts to Nature

The minimum expectation in this credit is a combination of
credits streamlined from Design & As Built NZ v1.1 as follows:
Sustainable Sites
Light Pollution
Although streamlined, the credit requires additional ongoing
monitoring reporting, and management of the site’s wetland
ecosystem to show compliance.
The credit achievement for Impacts to Nature sets requirements
for the following criteria
Protecting Ecological Value

Nature

Retaining High Biodiversity Values
Compliance should be demonstrated with a Context Report,
Ecological Value protection strategy, and biodiversity value
assessment and retaining plan. Consideration must be
given to impacts of site works during demolition, site works,
construction or future occupation.
Biodiversity Enhancement

This new credit requires project teams to include an
appropriate landscape area, diverse species and develop a site
specific Biodiversity Management Plan.

Nature Connectivity

This new credit requires the site to encourage species
connectivity through the site, and to adjacent sites.
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CATEGORY

CREDIT

CRITERIA

Nature Stewardship

A new credit requiring projects to show compliance with all of
the following criteria:
Areas of restoration or protection are provided.
Restoration or protection activities are beyond the
development’s boundary.
The building owner, as part of the project’s development,
undertakes activities that protects or restores biodiversity
at scale.
These actions occur beyond legislated requirements.
Unlike the other biodiversity related credits, Nature Stewardship
requires biodiversity to be restored beyond the building site.
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Questions

13.

14.

15.

After reviewing the new criteria,
please provide feedback on areas
you consider not to be relevant
for the New Zealand market or
industry.

New criteria may need adaptation
for New Zealand requiring
consultation with experts in the
relevant field.

Please suggest best practice
guidance, government
programmes, and technical
resources for the NZGBC to adapt
these new criteria to New Zealand.

If you would like to nominate
specialists, experts, or
organisations in New Zealand for
further consultation, please add,
including the relevant area of
expertise and credit.

Please support your response with
a list and explanation including
the related credit.
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Early Access
Program:
Get involved,
test and
learn with us
At the end of this
section, please respond
to the final question
as our invitation to get
involved.

Over the next 12 months of consultation, we hope to find projects that are willing to use the draft version of the
tool. This will provide the developer and project team the opportunity to directly impact the tailoring of Green
Star Building for the New Zealand market while also demonstrating leadership and innovation in design and
construction to a low carbon future.
If you want to get a head start on Green Star Buildings NZ and drive the industry forward then the Early Access
Program is for you. We’re specifically looking for projects in the early design stage, representing different
building typologies. During the Early Access Program, you will obtain draft credits, dedicated technical support,
promotion and the option for your project to be promoted as a case study, as well as the opportunity to shape the
future of the built environment here in Aotearoa.
What we’d ask in return is that you:
	 Provide feedback on the credits in development
	 Participate in bi-weekly calls or forums to share your learnings with NZGBC and other projects
	 Highlight improvements and troubleshoot challenges
	 Provide costs (estimated and real) and recommendations on how to reduce them
	 Help develop templates or provide examples that industry can learn from
	 Pay a registration and participation fee
The registration and participation fee will cover the additional technical support to help you deliver improved
outcomes for your building.
Please contact Brad Crowley at brad.crowley@nzgbc.org.nz if you are interested and want to talk more about this
exciting opportunity.
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Questions

16.
Are you interested in participating
in the Early Access program?
If so please provide further
information including a project
description, location, size, project
team and your view on the
complexity.

We look forward
to hearing your
comments and
suggestions on
how to make this
forward-thinking
tool work for
Aotearoa
New Zealand.
Ngā mihi nui.

Here is how you can help us move Green Star Buildings to the
New Zealand market:
Provide your feedback to this consultation paper
Attend an in person briefing/consultation session in Auckland,
Christchurch, Wellington, Hamilton
Subscribe to our monthly enewsletter Building Momentum for progress
updates
Follow our progress via our website. We’re keen to share our work with
you, so we’ll be providing regulator updates, Expert Reference Panel
meeting minutes and more on the NZGBC website
Nominate for the Early Access Program
Partner with us. We aim to redefine world leadership and best practice
for the next decade. Sponsorship opportunities are available. If you are
interested please contact: brad.crowley@nzgbc.org.nz.

